who gives you the fizz without the fuss?

we do.

stable fizz™ effervescent base
improve usability

**stable fizz™ effervescent system**

- patent-pending components and proprietary process
- provides a protective barrier to prevent premature reaction
- protective barrier slows down moisture absorption
- helps prevent self-propagation between acid and carbonate

who gives you the fizz without the fuss?

**stable fizz™ effervescent base**
who has product efficacy?

stable fizz™ has low moisture uptake in humid environments

analytical method: dynamic vapor absorption
who goes with the flow?

stable fizz™ system

flow function graph

- very cohesive
- cohesive
- easy flowing

unconfine failure strength (pKa)

major principal consolidating stress (kPa)

analyzed with Brookfield Powder Rheometer
who has differentiated solutions?

we do.

stable fizz™ effervescent base

- patent-pending product
- highly compressible
- one-step, easy to use
- good flowability
- dissolves quickly and completely
- may reduce production costs
- suitable for tablets or sachets

for more information, talk to one of our Ashland solvers
always solving™
The information contained in this presentation and the various products described are intended for use only by persons having technical skill and at their own discretion and risk after they have performed necessary technical investigations, tests and evaluations of the products and their uses. This material is for informational purposes only and describes the scientific support for the use of the products described herein as an ingredient to enhance performance of an end product. *Certain end uses of these products may be regulated pursuant to rules governing drug uses. It is the purchaser’s responsibility to determine the applicability of such regulations to its products.* While the information herein is believed to be reliable, we do not guarantee its accuracy and a purchaser must make its own determination of a product’s suitability for purchaser’s use, for the protection of the environment, and for the health and safety of its employees and the purchasers of its products.

Neither Ashland nor its affiliates shall be responsible for the use of this information, or of any product, method, formulation, or apparatus described in this brochure. Nothing herein waives any of Ashland’s or its affiliates’ conditions of sale, and no statement, information and data is to be taken as a guarantee, an express warranty, or an implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, or representation, express or implied, for which Ashland and its affiliates assume legal responsibility. We also make no warranty against infringement of any patents by reason of purchaser’s use of any information, product, method or apparatus described in this presentation.